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The Contour profile is contoured on both interior and exterior and is 
often referred to as a “Double D Log” in the log home industry. Our 

most popular, and also our standard, this profile features a traditional 
round log look with a uniform, more tailored appearance  

and our Mortise-and-Tenon corners.  
Also available in an optional hand-peeled finish.

The V-Groove profile is contoured on the exterior, v-grooved on the  
interior and is often referred to as a “D-Log” in the log home industry. 
The interior walls will have a horizontal tongue-and-groove look. Cor-

ner options include our Mortise-and-Tenon, Dovetail or Square. 
Also available with an optional hand-peeled finish.

Swedish Cope is a uniform, round profile that is massive and “western”. It incorporates the traditional 
saddle-notch corner treatment and is available in 9”, 10”, and 12” log diameters.

The Classic Appalachian 
profile features a v-grooved 
interior and is flat with an 
aesthetic chinking groove on 
the exterior. Corner options 
include Dovetail or Square.   

8”x 7” 8”x 8” 8”x 7” 8”x 8” 8”x 12”

9” 10” 12”

8”x 12”

With a traditional clapboard 
exterior, this profile has the 
benefits of solid 8”x8” timber 
construction and features a 
contemporary square corner 
treatment. Available in a stand-
ard 8” profile (3 ½” reveal). 

The REAL LOG HOMES 
original Rustic profile creates 
a “classic” log home look. 
Featuring random diameter 
logs of  8” to 11” and our 
Mortise-and-Tenon corner, 
the Rustic profile is a great 
choice for a log home or 
cabin in a bucolic setting.

8”x 8”
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Available with Clapboard profile, Classic Appalachian profile  
and V-Groove profiles  (8”x7”, 8”x8” and 8”x12”).Available with 9”, 10” and 12” Swedish Cope profiles.

Available with Contour profiles (8”x7” and 8”x8”), V-Groove profiles (8”x7”, 8”x8” and 8”x12”) and Rustic profile.

Log Corner Options
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Mortise-and-tenon Corner - Featuring Real Log Homes® InterlockTM Joinery System

Shown above with 8”x8” Contour profile. Shown above with Rustic profile.Shown above with 8”x8” V-Groove profile.

saddLe notCh Corner
Available with Classic Appalachian profile and  

V-Groove profiles (8”x8” and 8”x12”).

doVetaiL Corner

Shown above with 10” Swedish Cope profile.
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Shown above with Classic Appalachian profile.

square Corner

Shown above with Clapboard profile.
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